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Key Findings

› WeChat implements realtime, automatic censorship of chat images based on text contained in images and on an image’s visual similarity to those on a blacklist

› WeChat facilitates realtime filtering by maintaining a hash index populated by MD5 hashes of images sent by users of the chat platform

› We compare levels of filtering across WeChat’s Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat features and find that each has different images censored; we find that Moments and group chat are generally more heavily filtered than 1-to-1

› WeChat targets predominantly political content including images pertaining to government and social resistance

› WeChat’s image censorship is reactive to news events; we found censored images covering a wide range of events, including the arrest of Huawei’s CFO, the Sino-US Trade War, and the 2018 US Midterm Elections

Summary

Internet platform companies operating in China are required by law to control content on their platforms or face penalties, under the expectation that companies will invest in the technology and personnel required to ensure compliance. These requirements form a system of intermediary liability or “self-discipline” in which Internet platform companies are held liable for content on their services. Previous work has found little consistency in what content different Chinese Internet platforms censor. However, some high profile Internet platforms are known to frequently receive government directives.

In this report, we study how Tencent, one of China’s largest Internet companies, implements image filtering on WeChat. WeChat is China’s most popular social media platform with over one billion monthly active users. Its functionality includes 1-to-1 and group chat, Moments (a feature for posting messages and images similar to Facebook’s Timeline), and other social networking features. In a previous report, we studied automatic image filtering on WeChat Moments and found that it employed lengthy, computationally expensive operations to determine if an image is sensitive. However, in this report, we focus on WeChat’s chat functionality, where image filtering, if it is to exist, must operate in realtime.
We found that Tencent implements realtime, automatic censorship of chat images on WeChat based on text contained in images and on an image’s visual similarity to those on a blacklist. Tencent facilitates realtime filtering by maintaining a hash index populated by MD5 hashes of images sent by users of the chat platform. If the MD5 hash of an image sent over the chat platform is not in the hash index, then the image is not filtered. Instead, it is queued for automatic analysis. If it is found to be sensitive, then its MD5 hash is added to the hash index, and it will be filtered the next time a user attempts to send an image with the same hash.

This finding indicates that censorship measurement—like the kind conducted in this report—not only evaluates censorship but can also influence and modify the behaviour of a realtime, automatic censorship system by introducing novel items that can be flagged as sensitive and subsequently censored. This helps us understand previous measurements and has implications for future censorship measurement research.

With an accurate understanding of how chat image filtering works on WeChat, we compare levels of filtering across Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat. We find that each feature has different images censored, where Moments and group chat are generally more heavily filtered than 1-to-1 chat. We also present the first broad content analysis of images censored by Tencent, based on a set of 220 filtered images we discovered and categorized, many of which are event-related or critical of the Chinese government. Popularly referenced topics include the arrest of Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou, the Sino-US Trade War, and the 2018 US Midterm Elections.

**Previous work**

In previous work, we found that when a message, post, or image is filtered on either WeChat chat features or WeChat Moments, it is hidden from the view of other users whose accounts are registered to mainland Chinese phone numbers, but remains visible to those registered using international phone numbers. This finding means that content filtering on WeChat is non-transparent, as no explicit notice is given to users when content is filtered and the original content remains visible to the user that sent or posted it.

In the predecessor to this report, we extensively analyzed how images are censored on WeChat’s Moments platform. We found that after images are posted, they are censored using two different techniques: an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-
based method that compares text in the image to keywords on a sensitive keyword blacklist and a visual-based method that compares the posted image’s visual fingerprint to those on a sensitive image blacklist. If an image is deemed sensitive through either of these methods, then it is made invisible to all users with accounts registered to mainland Chinese phone numbers, except the original poster of the image. We found that this process is computationally expensive and that it often takes multiple seconds to censor an image after it has been posted.

While in that report we studied image censorship of images posted to WeChat Moments, that study did not analyze filtering of images sent in realtime through 1-to-1 chat or group chat. In this report, we study how WeChat identifies sensitive images sent over chat in realtime, despite the computationally expensive demands of detecting an image’s blacklisted text or its visual similarity to that of a blacklisted image. We also expand upon the previous report by providing the first broad analysis of images censored by WeChat.

In an earlier report studying WeChat censorship of content related to the “709 Crackdown” on Chinese human rights defenders, we presented evidence of the existence of censorship of images sent over WeChat’s chat functions. In a later report written in the wake of Liu Xiaobo’s death, we measured the filtering of images related to Liu Xiaobo across WeChat’s Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat functions (see Figure 1), finding that automatic filtering of such content occurred

Figure 1: Left, a Canadian account sending an image memorializing Liu Xiaobo over 1-to-1 chat; right, the Chinese account does not receive it.

In an earlier report studying WeChat censorship of content related to the “709 Crackdown” on Chinese human rights defenders, we presented evidence of the existence of censorship of images sent over WeChat’s chat functions. In a later report written in the wake of Liu Xiaobo’s death, we measured the filtering of images related to Liu Xiaobo across WeChat’s Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat functions (see Figure 1), finding that automatic filtering of such content occurred.
across all three functionalities. We found inconsistent results measuring filtering over the chat functions, finding little filtering over chat one day but much more the next. We also found that Moments had a much higher level of image filtering than group chat. In this report, we explain how these two findings were artifacts created as a product of how WeChat implements realtime image filtering over chat and the research methodology that we used at the time. In doing so, we provide for the first time an accurate measurement of the level of filtering on Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat.

**Research Findings**

Figure 2: Left, an image blocked via OCR methods due to containing blacklisted text (天滅中共); right, an image blocked due to its visual similarity to a blacklisted image.

In this section, we explain our findings from analyzing the filtering mechanisms used to perform realtime image filtering on WeChat's chat features. We found that WeChat identifies sensitive images to censor over 1-to-1 and group chat features using the same two methods we had previously found to be used to censor images posted to WeChat Moments; namely, an OCR-based and a visual-based method. Figure 2 shows examples of images which were filtered based on the two respective methods. Both of these methods are computationally expensive and cannot be performed in realtime. We document these general methods in greater detail in the previous report.

**WeChat populates a hash index using images users send over chat**

The OCR-based and visual-based algorithms we discovered being used to filter images on WeChat Moments are too computationally expensive to be applied to
realtime filtering of chat. In order to filter images in realtime, we found that WeChat uses another data structure called a hash index. When a user sends an image, upon receipt by one of WeChat’s servers, the server calculates its cryptographic hash and if the hash is in the hash index, then the image is filtered in realtime instead of being relayed to the intended user.

Cryptographic hashing is a technique used to quickly map the data contained in a file to a fingerprint, or hash, which is of fixed length and is ideally unique to the file analysed. Such hashes are designed so that the smallest of changes to the hashed file have, on average, as large of changes to the resulting hash as large changes to the hashed file. A change in hashes can confirm that a file has been modified but not by how much the file has been modified. Cryptographic hashes can be computed quickly, and therefore this hashing is amenable to realtime filtering applications unlike more expensive techniques such as OCR or perceptual fingerprints. However, cryptographic hashes are highly inflexible, as even small changes to an image or its metadata radically alter its cryptographic hash.

To overcome these limitations, we found that WeChat still employs the more computationally expensive OCR-based and visual-based techniques to populate the hash index in non-realtime. We observed this by making small changes to the file metadata of a blacklisted image, which makes no changes to the appearance of the image but still makes substantial changes to its cryptographic hash. Whenever we modified an image in this manner, it would be received unfiltered the first time it was sent. However, when we sent the same modified image again seconds later, it would be filtered. Any modification to the sent image file, including to its metadata, would allow it to evade filtering once, as any such modification would change the file’s hash to one not yet present in the hash index.

**Group chat and 1-to-1 chat have different indexes**

In previous reports, we found that WeChat uses a different blacklist for filtering group chat—a chat featuring more than two users—as opposed to 1-to-1 chat—a conversation between two users. Similarly, although both 1-to-1 and group chat

---

1 In this report, we use image blacklist to refer to the list of blacklisted images to which an image sent over chat is visually compared in order to determine if it is sensitive. We use keyword blacklist to refer to the list of keyword combinations that cause an image to be filtered if the image is determined to contain one of these keyword combinations via OCR. We use hash index to refer to the index of MD5 hashes that Tencent uses to filter images in realtime chat based on whether those images were previously found to be on the image blacklist. We use sensitive image to refer to an image that, if sent, would be added to the hash index via either one of the visual-based or OCR-based methods.
used hash indexes, they did not share the same index. Taking an image that is
blacklisted on 1-to-1 chat, group chat, and Moments, and modifying the file so that
it has a unique cryptographic hash, we made the following observations:

1) Sending that image file once over group chat does not cause images
with that hash to be filtered on 1-to-1 chat until you also send it over
1-to-1 chat.

2) Similarly, sending that image file once over 1-to-1 chat does not cause
images with that hash to be filtered on group chat until you also send
it over group chat.

3) Sending an image file over Moments does not cause images with that
hash to be filtered on group chat or 1-to-1 chat.

These observations indicate that the hash indexes used by 1-to-1 chat and group
chat are independent. This result is surprising, since if an image is blacklisted on
both functionalities, then there is no reason for an image’s hash not to be added
to both functionalities’ indexes if it is found sensitive on one of them. Similarly,
even though we did not find Moments to use a hash index, when a sensitive image
is filtered, if it is also blacklisted on 1-to-1 chat or group chat, it would seem
worthwhile to perform an inexpensive cryptographic hash of the image file and
add it to those hash indexes.

**Choice of WeChat client and settings affect user experience
of filtering**

When sending images over WeChat’s chat features, we found that the choice of
WeChat client and client settings could affect whether an image is filtered. For
instance, if an image file is sent over chat using WeChat’s Windows client, then the
outcome of whether the image is filtered may be different than if that image had
been sent using the Android client.

To explain these inconsistencies, we analyzed the behaviour of both the Windows
and Android WeChat clients to determine how they handle image uploads. We
found that the Windows version performs no modifications to an image before it
is uploaded and uploads the original image file. Alternatively, we found that the
behaviour of the Android client is partially dependent on how the image is uploaded:

- If “Full Image” (“发送原图”) is not selected, then the image is sometimes re-
encoded. The necessary conditions for image re-encoding are not clear but may depend on the original image’s size.

- The Android client does not re-encode if you select “Full Image.”

![Diagram showing different image encoding methods and their corresponding hashes.](image)

*Figure 3: There are many different ways to encode an identically appearing image, each of which have different hashes. However, if the image is re-encoded by the WeChat client, then any identically appearing image will have the same hash.*

We found that the use of client re-encoding can make the image filtering more powerful in that it effectively results in an image’s hash representing all images with identical pixel values as opposed to merely a specific image encoding. The process of re-encoding extends the generalizability of hash-based filtering because any image containing the same pixel contents will be encoded to the same file and thus have an identical hash (see Figure 3). When this happens, any changes to the original image’s encoding or to its metadata will be ineffective at evading filtering, and some change to the image’s pixel values, if even a small one, will be required to change the resultant hash. When the client does not re-encode, then any change to an image’s file encoding, including to its metadata, is sufficient to change its hash.

### Group chat (and Moments) blacklist more images than 1-to-1

With an improved understanding of how image filtering happens over WeChat’s chat platforms, we wanted to revisit the question of whether the platform had increased filtering on different features depending on the number of users the content has the potential of reaching.
On November 15, we tested images previously found censored on WeChat during the 709 Crackdown and on the days surrounding Liu Xiaobo's passing. Together this dataset comprised 128 images. We found that 111 of these images were still censored on some feature on WeChat. We found that 36 out of 111 images were filtered in 1-to-1 chat, and each of these were also filtered in group chat and on Moments (see Figure 4). We also found that 107 of the 111 images were filtered on both group chat and Moments, with 2 images being filtered only on group chat and another 2 images being filtered only on Moments. This finding suggests that, while the image blacklists for group chat and Moments are largely identical, the reduced filtering on 1-to-1 chat is an indication that WeChat perceives 1-to-1 chat as less of a risk for sensitive conversations due to its more private nature.

This result contrasts with our observations of image filtering during two days of testing around Liu Xiaobo's passing, when we found that fewer images were filtered on group chat than Moments. This earlier result was likely an artifact of how image filtering was tested. In this earlier work, since many images were only tested once on the last day of testing, the testing only occurred long enough to insert their hashes into the hash index but not to observe filtering. In fact, across the two days of testing, many images that were tested on the first day which were not filtered initially were found to be filtered when retested on the second day.
WeChat uses MD5 hashes

Thus far, due to the observed properties of WeChat’s hash index, we suspected that they were using a cryptographic hash to index images, but we did not yet know which hash specifically. Due to its mention in this Tencent-owned patent that we discovered in a previous report and due to its general popularity as a file hash, we suspected that WeChat may be using the MD5 hashing algorithm to hash images. As a result of vulnerabilities in the MD5 hash function, we were able to test whether this is actually the case.

Figure 5: Left, a picture memorializing Liu Xiaobo; right, the logo of the Citizen Lab. Using a chosen-prefix collision attack, we modified the contents of these files such that both of these images have the same MD5 hash.

As a cryptographic hash function, MD5 is well known to be broken in regards to collision resistance and is vulnerable to chosen-prefix collision attacks, a type of attack where specially calculated data blocks are appended to the data of two arbitrary files to generate a pair of modified files which hash identically. Like many image formats, the JPEG standard defines an end of image marker. During the rendering process, all file content after this marker is ignored, meaning that the appended data does not affect the appearance of the image. This behaviour allowed us to design an experiment testing whether Tencent used MD5 to hash images sent over chat. Using Project HashClash, we generated two JPEGs which shared the same MD5 hash, one a blacklisted image of Liu Xiaobo and another of the Citizen Lab logo, an image which is not normally filtered (see Figure 5). This operation took about five hours of computation time on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) g3.4xlarge.

---

Since our initial generation of a chosen-prefix collision, a new exploit for creating MD5 hash collisions in specific image formats has been published which can be performed computationally instantly. Using the same two JPEGs, we generated another collision using this method and repeated our experiment, finding the same results.
GPU-optimized instance. After sending the blacklisted image, we sent the Citizen Lab logo which we generated to have the same MD5 hash. The Citizen Lab logo was also filtered, confirming that the hash index uses MD5 as its hash function.

At the additional cost of space, WeChat could maintain a hash index of non-sensitive image hashes, in addition to having a hash index of sensitive image hashes. The use of an additional index would save computational resources, as WeChat would then not have to determine whether any non-sensitive image is sensitive once its hash has been added to the non-sensitive hash index. To test whether WeChat uses a non-sensitive hash index, we generated another collision between a blacklisted image of Liu Xiaobo and of the Citizen Lab logo, and this time we sent the images in the opposite order: the Citizen Lab logo first followed by the Liu Xiaobo image. We then sent the Liu Xiaobo image a second time to test whether it was filtered. We found that sending the Citizen Lab logo first did not prevent the Liu Xiaobo image from being filtered. This result shows that there is no non-sensitive hash index that preempts checking a sent image for sensitivity. One possibility why such a system is not implemented is that a non-sensitive index would need to be invalidated each time WeChat adds a new image to the image blacklist, as hashes previously determined to be not sensitive could have become sensitive.

Finally, we wanted to test whether sending a non-sensitive image file would remove that file’s hash from the sensitive hash index. To test this, we sent the now-filtered Citizen Lab logo a second time to test whether sending it the first time removed it from the hash index. We found that the image was filtered both times. Thus, sending a non-sensitive image file does not remove its hash from the hash index if it is present.

The MD5 algorithm’s vulnerability to chosen-prefix collision attacks allows a user to trick WeChat’s image filtering system to filter non-sensitive images by having their hashes collide with those of blacklisted images. However, these images must be under the user’s control and have already been specifically modified by the user, since the MD5 collision attack analyzes and modifies both the sensitive image file and the non-sensitive image file simultaneously. Since image files already being sent over the platform would not generally have been modified in the specific way necessary to create the collision, this attack could not be used to cause popular images already being sent over the platform to be filtered.
Hash index eviction

In this section, we explore if and how Tencent decides to remove hashes from their hash index. In our testing, we had anecdotally observed image files which had been added to the hash index to be no longer be in the hash index when tested later. We sought to rigorously measure the hash eviction behaviour of Tencent’s hash index mechanism.

![Figure 6: The six different source images tested.](image)

We measured hash eviction using six different source images comprising three test pairs, as shown in Figure 6. Each test pair $i$, $0 \leq i < 3$, consisted of one source image $v_i$ filtered by visual similarity and one source image $o_i$ filtered by OCR. Each image filtered by visual similarity were politically sensitive images: one concerning Liu Xiaobo’s death, one related to the 709 Crackdown, and one of the historical picture of “Tank Man.” Each image filtered by OCR were images generated containing a
politically sensitive keyword combination known to be filtered. The three sensitive keyword combinations we used were “国家领导人 [+] 无限延长” (national leader [+] unlimited extension), “LXB [+] 总书记” (Liu Xiaobo [+] General Secretary), and “08宪章” (Charter 08). To generate an image from each of these phrases, we created an image containing the keyword combination multiple times in a variety of font sizes and styles. Specifically, we created an image with ten lines each containing the keyword combination repeated three times, where the font size of line $\ell$, $0 \leq \ell < 10$, is $12 + 4 \cdot \lfloor \ell / 2 \rfloor$ and where the even lines are written in a 黑 (Hei) typeface and the odd lines are written in a 明体 (Ming) typeface.

![Figure 7: Left, the original image $v_2$; right, a canary modified to be grayscale and to have three blocks of modified pixels in the upper-right corner.](image)

For each visually filtered source image $v_i$ and each OCR filtered source image $o_i$, we created 33 subtle variations we call canaries. We use these to measure the lifespan of each image’s hashes in the hash index. When a canary “dies” (i.e., the hash index is no longer filtered), then we know that that hash index has been evicted.

For a given source image, we create canary $d$, $0 \leq d < 33$, as follows. We first convert the canary’s source image to grayscale. Then we modify a region of pixels in the image such that, for each grayscale pixel value $g$ in this region, we replace it with value $(g + 128) \mod 256$, where 256 is the maximum value of the grayscale channel, effectively changing each pixel value by half of its intensity range. The region of pixels to modify in this manner is a rectangle whose dimensions and location are determined as a function of $d$. Vertically, the region always has a height of 8 pixels and begins at the top edge of the image extending downward. Horizontally, the region has a width of $8 \cdot (d + 1)$ pixels and begins at the right edge of the image extending leftward. Figure 7 shows an example of the modifications we made to create one canary.

To test eviction behaviour, for each test pair $i$, we primed WeChat’s hash index on November 15 + $i$ with visually filtered source image $v_i$ and OCR filtered source image
To prime the cache, we first sent each canary of $v_i$ and $o_i$. In each case we found that they were never filtered. Minutes afterward we resent each canary to confirm that the canaries’ hashes were now in WeChat’s hash index. We found that in each case they were filtered as they were now in the hash index.

To test how long each canary survived in the hash index, each day we formed a test for the eviction of a canary. For each test pair $i$, we again sent its canary $d$ in the afternoon of the day $d$ days after the images were originally planted in the hash index (November 15 + $i + d$) to test if the canary had survived in the index $d$ days. In other words, for each source image we tested whether one of its canaries was evicted each day up to a month later.

We found that every canary except ten of $v_1$ and one of $o_2$ were filtered (see Figure 8). Only one canary of $o_2$, the one tested on December 10, evaded filtering. The ten canaries that evaded filtering of $v_1$ are as shown in Figure 9.

To test eviction up to a second month, we performed a second experiment by reusing our canaries which were replanted or refreshed during our previous experiment. For each test pair $i$, we tested all 33 of each of $v_i$’s canaries in the evening of January 16 + $i$. Note that the test date is not a function of $d$ as the canaries were
already replanted or refreshed each day for a period of one month. Thus, each source image’s canaries must be tested on the same day. In this experiment, we found that all of these canaries were filtered (i.e., that none evaded filtering).

At a high level, we discovered a general trend that there is a higher chance of an image being evicted as time goes on. However, the results were largely nondeterministic, and it would be unreliable to depend on image hash eviction behaviour to evade image filtering. In future work, testing eviction over a longer test period may possibly produce more clear cut results.

One observation we found is that eviction of a hash appears to be a function of the blacklisted image to which it corresponds, which we observed in only v₁ experiencing a large amount of eviction. This observation may be a result of each blacklisted image having its own independent limit for the number of hashes allowed in the index. If this hypothesis is true, then this would suggest that v₁ may have been more frequently shared on the platform at the time of testing.

Blacklist removal

In some cases, we observed that an image had been removed from WeChat’s blacklist but its MD5 hashes nevertheless appeared to remain in the hash index. For instance, on May 30, 2019, we observed this behaviour with the iconic “Tank Man” photo (see Figure 7) in 1-to-1 chat. If we modified the metadata in the image file, then the photo was never filtered. However, if we sent the image unmodified, then it was. This inconsistency suggests that hashes of the image were in the hash index but that the image was no longer blacklisted and that new hashes were no longer being added to the index. Thus, it would seem that when images are removed from the blacklist, their hashes are not immediately removed from the hash index.

Summary of research findings

We found that WeChat uses OCR- and visual-based filtering to identify sensitive images posted to Moments, group chat, and 1-to-1 chat. Filtering on Moments occurs in non-realtime after images are analyzed, as this is a computationally expensive process. To implement realtime filtering for images sent in chat, WeChat uses a hash index of known sensitive images and filters any images whose MD5 hash exists in the index. Separate hash indexes are maintained for group chat and 1-to-1 chat, and if an image is not found in the respective index, it is delivered to its intended recipient(s) but queued for later analysis for sensitivity by OCR- and
visual-based methods. If an image is found to be sensitive, it is added to the hash index, preventing the future delivery of the same file. We found that known hashes of sensitive images can be removed from the index after some time; however, it is currently unclear how the index evicts hashes. Moreover, even after an image is no longer blacklisted, we found that hashes of the file can persist in the index.

Analyzing filtered image content

In this section, we aim to characterize what images are filtered and identify their topics. In previous work, we used automated testing to determine which keyword combinations are filtered on WeChat. While this approach is generalizable to image filtering, it resulted in WeChat banning our test accounts because it suspected them to be spam. Moreover, we found that new accounts required approval from a second account that must have existed for over six months, be in good standing, and have not already approved any other accounts in the past month. Because of these requirements, we found that creating new WeChat accounts was prohibitively difficult.

To automatically test for image filtering on WeChat, we investigated other Tencent-operated services that may be using the same or similar image blacklists as WeChat. Previous research has found positive but not complete correlation between companies and the content filtered across their products. We found that Tencent’s Qzone (QQ空间), a blogging platform which has been the subject of previous censorship research, used the same two methods to filter images as WeChat—an OCR-based and a visual-based method—and that its blacklist appeared similar to that of WeChat’s.

In the remainder of this section, we describe our method for identifying 220 filtered images on Qzone. We then characterize and analyze these 220 images. Finally, we select a random sample of these 220 filtered images and test whether they are also filtered on WeChat in order to evaluate how similar the image blacklists are between these two Tencent platforms.

Measuring filtered images

Our previous work analyzing image filtering on WeChat has focused on specific topics of censorship, such as Liu Xiaobo or human rights crackdowns. However, in this work we aimed to gain a broader understanding of which images Tencent automatically filters. In order to do this, we sampled content from a broad set of
images likely to be filtered. To construct our sample, we utilized WeChatscope, a project that automatically records deleted posts on the WeChat Public Posts platform. We looked at posts WeChatscope detected as deleted within a six month period, between October 17, 2018 and April 17, 2019. We constructed our sample set to consist of every image from each of these deleted posts.

To test whether each image was automatically filtered, we wrote a Python script to automatically upload each image to Qzone. After uploading five images in succession, the program waits 60 seconds. It then checks to see if each image has been replaced with that of a placeholder image communicating that the original image has been deleted (see Figure 10), which we detect as any file beginning with the GIF magic number and containing fewer than 2048 bytes. We ran this script from March 14, 2019, to April 22, 2019. During this test period, the QQ account that we used for testing was never banned.

Analysis of filtered images

Using the technique described in the previous section, we found 220 filtered images. Eight of them had duplicated content, and so we excluded them from the analysis. We analyzed the remaining 212 images based on their content and the context of the original WeChat public account articles they originated from.

![Figure 10: An album containing censored images on Qzone.](image)

![Figure 11: Distribution of censored images by category.](image)
We coded each image into content categories based on a code book we developed for this report. The most popular content categories were Chinese Government (75 images) and Events (60 images). Figure 11 shows a full breakdown. In the remainder of this section, we present a curated list of examples from a number of these categories.

**Government**

We found 75 censored images with content related to the Chinese government. These include not only images critical of the government such as sarcastic cartoons (see Figure 12) but also neutral representations of government policy and photos of government leaders and party cadres.

![Cartoon](image)

*Figure 12: The caption in the cartoon reads, “Emperor: Who cares about whether law or power is more powerful? In the end, I am the one that dictates everything.”*

It is unclear how Tencent decides which images to filter. In previous research, we found that WeChat censored neutral keywords referencing official party policies and ideology around highly sensitive events. Similarly, this report finds that censored images of or alluding to government leaders and party cadre were not necessarily negative.

![Screenshot](image)

*Figure 13: Screenshot of a European news program.*
In one example (see Figure 13), we found that a screenshot captured from a news broadcast by Euronews, a European television network based in France, was filtered. The news clip is about an artist in Italy who used a tractor to create a huge portrait of Chinese President Xi Jinping smiling ahead of Xi’s visit to Italy in March 2019.

**Events**

Chinese social media censorship is often reactive to news cycles, and companies tend to tighten their information controls around sensitive events. We found a total of 60 images that reference 10 distinct events: eight news events which happened around or close to our test period and two historical events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th># Images Censored</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Revolution</td>
<td>A nationwide movement launched by Chairman Mao Zedong in 1966 to preserve communist values. The movement lasted until 1976.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989 Tiananmen Movement</td>
<td>The Tiananmen Square protests in 1989 are a persistently taboo topic in China.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan Bingbing Tax Evasion Scandal</td>
<td>Fan Bingbing, one of China’s highest-earning entertainers, was caught in a tax evasion scandal in 2018.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 Chongqing Bus Crash</td>
<td>On October 28, 2018, a bus plunged off the Second Wanzhou Yangtze River Bridge into the Yangtze River in Wanzhou District, Chongqing, causing at least 15 deaths.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 US Midterm Elections</td>
<td>US midterm elections were held in November 2018 featuring hundreds of congressional, state, and local seats in contest.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme People’s Court Scandal</td>
<td>In December 2018, the Supreme People’s Court of China acknowledged the disappearance of court documents related to a contract dispute between two mining companies.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei Saga</td>
<td>Huawei’s CFO Meng Wanzhou was arrested in Canada under charges of fraud and violating international sanctions.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-US Trade War</td>
<td>The so-called trade war between China and the United States engaged via increasing tariffs since 2018.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRISPR-baby Scandal</td>
<td>Chinese scientist He Jiankui announced in February 2019 the birth of twin girls with edited genomes which he engineered. The announcement triggered international debates over research ethics.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In March 2019, mouldy bread and rotting meat were found at Chengdu No 7 Experimental High School. The incident caused protests among parents.

In late March 2019, a forest fire broke out in Sichuan. Thirty firefighters sent to tackle the fire were killed during the mission.

Table 1: Events referenced by images censored on Qzone, in chronological order. Some events above are still unfolding.

Descriptions of the events referred to by images in our dataset are listed in Table 1. A large number of event-related images in our dataset referenced scandals, the Sino-US Trade War, and the arrest of Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou.

The highest percentage of event-related censored images was related to a scandal involving China’s Supreme People’s Court. In late December 2018, prominent former television host Cui Yongyuan posted a series of posts on microblogging platform Weibo about the suspicious disappearance of several Supreme Court documents regarding a 2016 dispute over billions of dollars’ worth of mining riches. According to Cui, the tips came from former Chinese Supreme Court judge Wang Linqing, who claimed that he was the first to find out about the missing court papers. Wang and Cui’s revelation created controversy in which the Supreme Court first dismissed their words as “rumours” but soon said that it would investigate the case. It caught national attention not only because powerful figures from the highest echelons of the Chinese Communist Party were involved, including current Chief Justice Zhou Qiang, but also because of how the case evolved. In a shocking twist, whistle-blower Wang Linqing said that he was the one who stole the papers. We found 24 images referencing the scandal, almost all of which are photocopies of a letter allegedly written by Wang Linqing, in which he accused Chief Justice Zhou Qiang of...
direct involvement in the disappearance of the court papers and illegal interference in the mining case in dispute (see Figure 14 for an example).

![Figure 15: Censored images referencing the arrest of Meng Wanzhou.](image)

We found that nearly all images related to the Huawei saga were referencing the arrest of Meng Wanzhou, Huawei’s CFO and daughter of Huawei’s CEO Ren Zhengfei. Meng was arrested on December 1, 2018 by the Canada Border Services Agency under US charges of fraud and violating international sanctions. Meng’s arrest quickly escalated to a diplomatic incident between China, Canada, and the United States. We found some censored images that contained negative sentiment towards Meng or Huawei, including photos of demonstrations led by overseas Chinese in support of extraditing Meng to the US but also neutral news coverage of the case (see Figure 15).

![Figure 16: Two censored images related to the 2018 US midterm elections.](image)

We found multiple images related to the 2018 US midterm elections (see Figure 16). In November 2018, elections were held in the United States with hundreds of congressional, state, and local seats in contest. Leaked directives show that Chinese regulators banned live-streaming and live updates of US elections likely for fear that it would encourage citizens to discuss the future possibility of open
and free elections. Although elections are held in China, they differ from those in many democratic countries in two significant ways. First, under China’s System of Multi-party Cooperation and Political Consultation, China is a de facto single-party state with other parties only having nominal representation. Second, elections in China feature limited direct election, with direct election being reserved to district-level or village-level positions. Elections of People's Congresses in China feature multiple levels including national, provincial, and often more than one municipal level, where each level except the bottommost is indirectly elected by the level below. The highest office, the President, is elected by the national-level People’s Congress.

**Social Issues**

We found 32 images censored in the Social Issues category, which covers a range of content including the sale of illicit goods (e.g., see Figure 17), prurient interests, and non-political memes.

![Figure 17: A flyer advertising firearms for sale (China does not allow the possession or sale of firearms).](image-url)
We found that much of the content involving nudity was likely blocked out of context. For example, the image in Figure 18 was extracted from a diary style article in which the author detailed his experience of coming out to his mother. The image in Figure 19 was from an article criticizing the exploitation of animals but was likely blocked due to sexually implicit content.

**Social Resistance**

Previous research suggests that Chinese social media platforms censor keywords pertaining to names of outspoken dissidents and advocates of social movement. We found 25 images in this category, including symbols and acts of resistance, from within China or overseas, against the Chinese government.
Among the 25 images, there are photos of individuals known for being outspoken about Chinese current affairs such as Cui Yongyuan (see Figure 20), screenshots of social media posts pertaining to online petitions, symbols of political resistance
such as the iconic empty chair representing late Chinese Nobel Prize winner Liu Xiaobo (see Figure 21), as well as photos of overseas protests for Hong Kong and/or Taiwan against China’s influence (see Figure 22).

Other censored images include references to terrorism and religious extremism (See Figure 23 for an example) and financial phishing attacks.

**Miscellaneous**

Some images that we discovered censored had no clear reason for being on Tencent’s blacklist. In our previous work studying keyword-based censorship, we found keywords with no clear reason for being blacklisted as well, and so we also expect a small number of blacklisted images to have no clear motivation for being blacklisted.
One such case is a picture of famous primatologist Jane Goodall with an infant chimpanzee (see Figure 24), which we found blacklisted by Tencent. One possible reason for this image being sensitive is due to the use of chimpanzees in recent Chinese events as a racially derogatory reference, but the rationale for blacklisting this particular image is largely unclear.

Evaluating Qzone’s versus WeChat’s image blacklist

Measuring which images are filtered on Qzone provides insight into what Tencent broadly considers sensitive on their platforms but does not necessarily measure what is filtered on WeChat. To assess whether Qzone can be used as a proxy for testing image censorship on WeChat, we empirically tested whether Tencent’s Qzone and WeChat platforms shared image blacklists.

To perform this evaluation, on April 22, 2019, we randomly sampled 30 images from the images we found filtered on Qzone and automatically re-uploaded them to Qzone to confirm that they were still filtered on Qzone on the date of testing. Among those still filtered, we manually uploaded them to WeChat Moments using one of our remaining test accounts. We then attempted to view each uploaded post from a different China-based account and measure which were deleted and which were not. We considered the two platforms consistent with respect to an image if and only if they both filtered an image.

We found that 29 out of 30 images (97%) that we had originally found filtered on Qzone were still filtered on Qzone at the time of testing. Among those 29, we found that 24 images (83%) that were censored on Qzone were also censored on WeChat Moments. These results show that image filtering on Qzone is largely effective at predicting filtering on WeChat Moments with few false positives.

Because we had previously found that some images filtered in WeChat group chat are not necessarily filtered in Moments, we decided to perform a second experiment comparing whether images filtered on Qzone were filtered on either Moments or group chat. In this experiment, we considered the Qzone and WeChat platforms consistent with respect to image filtering if an image found to be filtered on Qzone was also filtered on either WeChat Moments or group chat. While this is a broader definition, it takes into account that WeChat is not consistent with itself on many images.
In this experiment, we found that 27 out of the 29 images filtered on Qzone (93%) were also filtered on either WeChat Moments or group chat. This finding shows that image filtering on Qzone is highly effective at predicting whether an image is censored somewhere on the WeChat platform with very few false positives.

It is not clear why some images are only filtered on Qzone as opposed to WeChat and vice versa. One explanation is that the blacklists are tailored according to which images are posted on each platform. Another explanation is that one platform is using an older or newer version of the same list as the other and that the two platforms may eventually become consistent with the same blacklist. A final explanation is that both platforms use the same image blacklist but that due to some sort of image processing done on one platform and not the other, some uploaded images after being processed no longer match the blacklisted image fingerprint on one platform versus the other.

Nevertheless, we found using Qzone as a proxy for measuring image filtering on WeChat to be effective. We suspect that this technique may be generalizable for future censorship research in any situation where two different platforms, possibly due to having the same operator, are suspected to use similar blacklists, and where one platform may be easier to access or measure than the other, despite possibly being not the original platform of interest.

**Origin of blacklisted images**

During our testing, we found that, for many censored WeChatscope articles, all images in the article were individually blacklisted, even if some of the images in the article were not themselves sensitive.

*Figure 25: Screenshot of a presentation slide summarizing “popular views on Sino-US trade war”; the slides appear to be made by a research institute affiliated with the Evergrande Group, one of China’s largest property developers.*
In one instance, we found that five images were from the same WeChat public account article published by Global Times, a Chinese nationalistic tabloid newspaper owned by People’s Daily. These images were not necessarily negative towards Huawei and the original article was criticizing overseas Chinese dissidents for being anti-China. In previous research, we found that Tencent applied broad censorship to sensitive events, restricting not only negative information about the government but also neutral references to government policy and screenshots of official announcements accessible via government websites. It is likely that Tencent over-censored images related to an event that it perceives as sensitive to the government or would cause unwanted public attention.

In another instance, we observed this same pattern in an article related to the so-called trade war between China and the US. In this article we found five images blacklisted, even though none were seemingly sensitive (see Figure 25 for an example).

These observations lead us to hypothesize that many of the images that Tencent blacklists are gathered from sensitive WeChat Public Post articles. If true, it is still unclear whether or not such images represent a large proportion of Tencent’s image blacklist as a whole.

**Conclusion**

In this work, we study how Tencent implements image filtering on WeChat. We found that Tencent implements realtime, automatic censorship of chat images on WeChat based on what text is in an image and based on an image’s visual similarity to those on a blacklist. Tencent facilitates realtime filtering by maintaining a hash index of MD5 hashes of sensitive image files.

We set out many of the properties of their hash index implementation, but we were most surprised to find that this hash database was populated by images that users, including both ordinary users as well as researchers, send over the platform. As researchers this leads to challenges wherein performing measurements can change the result of future measurements. It reminds us to be cautious and aware of that, even in systems of automated filtering, past measurements can change the future behaviour of filtering on the platform.
Our topic analysis of Tencent’s image content filtering identified 220 filtered images. These images were largely related to recent events and other political or government-related topics. Although we found references to a number of domestic Chinese scandals filtered, we also found images related to the 2018 US midterm elections. While we might expect Chinese censors to be sensitive to domestic criticism, this reminds us that even the reference to an outside alternate form of governance may also be sensitive.

Due to recent difficulty in obtaining and maintaining WeChat accounts, we analyzed the topic of images filtered on WeChat by proxy by measuring image filtering on Qzone, another Tencent product. Using sample testing, we found this technique largely effective. We hope that this technique of measuring content filtering on an easy to measure platform using a similar filtering implementation as a more popular but difficult to measure platform generalizes to future applications.